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1. HYPERDEFORMED VS. SUPERDEFORMED NUCLEI

The superdeformed bands found in discrete transitions in rare earth

nuclei are becoming more abundant now (see the presentations In these

proceedings on 1M»ll*9»150Gd and 1 5 l' l 5 2Dy nuclei). The corresponding

quadrupole deformations are expected to be typically within 62 ~ (0.55 to

0.65) range which, for the nuclei in question can be translated into

quadrupole moments of Q ~ 18 eb or B(E2) ~ 2300 W.u. The latter, compared

typically to B(E2) ~ 250 W.u. in the 'normal deformed* nuclei, signifies an

order of magnitude faster transitions In the exotic, superdeformed shapes.

Yet. the calculation presented briefly in this article Indicates that even

more exotic, elongated nuclear shapes may be found soon in nature. These

shapes, called hyperdeformed, are expected to have 62 ~ (0.9 to 1.2) which

corresponds to the B(E2) values approaching ~ 10 000 W.u. In terms of the

axis ratios, a:b, such shapes may be visualized as extremely elongated forms

with a slight necking and a:b varying from 2.5:1 to 3.5:1.

2. MICROSCOPIC BACKGROUND

The presetice of both superdeformed (already discovered) and hyperdefonned

(yet hypothetical) shapes orignates from the systematic occurrence of the
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strong shell effects (gaps) which are found in the calculated single-particle

spectra. A grouping of levels giving rise to gaps and multiplets which appear

in a systematic manner in the single-particle energy vs. deformation represen-

tation is illustrated in the following figs, la-b, for protons and neutrons,

respectively. The shaded areas stress the presence of the multiplets of

levels which generate the increased level-density stripes. The latter are

labeled explicitly in the figure by the symbols [N » number]C]egeneracy»
 wnere

the number - 2, 3, 4, 5, ... defines the main shell and where degeneracy is

equal to the maximum number of particles which can be placed in a given

muitipiet. For instance, the 6-fold degenerate muitipiet [N * 3]6 (the

steepest rising muitipiet in fig. la) is composed of f^.2 K,5/2 P3/2 K»3/2

and p..- u*\/2 degenerate orbitals.
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Fig. 1 Single particle proton spectrum (left) and single particle neutron
spectrum (right) calculated with the help of the "Universal" Woods-Saxon
average field of ref. [4], The hexadecapole deformation changes along with
the quadrupole deformation in a way which maximizes the nuclear binding at
high spins (cf. ref. [1]).



It is worth emphasizing that the "width" of the multiplets stays approxi-

mately constant or in souie cases even decreases with increasing deformation.

Thus the approximate degeneracy of certain levels in a given multiplet remains

a "constant of the motion" and this fact is referred to as a residual sym-

metry. In the limit of an exact symmetry the stripe widths will equal

exactly zero. This would correspond to a well-known degeneracy of the

analogous levels in the spherical harmonic oscillator, in that case called

pseudo-oscillator or pseudo-SU(3) symmetry. Because of this analogy, we call

the whole degeneracy pattern a manifestation of the residual pseudo-SU(3) sym-

metry, ref. [1].

There are several facts related to this residual symmetry having implica-

tions for the nuclear stability at large deformations and also at high spins.

Firstly, the proton and the neutron degeneracy patterns are very similar.

Thus the characteristic chain structures, for instance chain {Z • 58, 60, 62,

64, 66} is repeated in the neutron spectrum in the form of chain {N * 58, 62,

64, 66}, cf. fig. 1. Secondly, there are specific proton and neutron chains

appearing at the same deformation range so that the corresponding proton-

neutron combinations may give rise to nuclei producible at their high spin

excitations using the existing experimental techniques. For instance, the

chain {Z * 58, 60, ...68} combines with the chain {N * 78, 80, ...88} giving

rise to the whole series of superdeformed nuclei in particular in the Gd-Dy

range as observed already in experiment and discussed during this conference.

The whole group of superdeformed nuclei, whose existence has been predicted,

ref. [2], using very similar techniques, can now be extended using the theo-

retical results of this work and the preceding ref. [3], It becomes clear

from fig. 1 that a combination, of the chain {Z = 70, ...78} and chain

{N = 96...104,...110} can form another group at &2 ~ 1.0, centered around

Er 70^98, and */2Hf98 nuclei. Indeed the calculations performed

using the "Universal" Woods-Saxon technique with cranking approach and the

Strutinsky energy theorem give rise to the total energy surfaces whose

character fully confirms the predictions based on the single-particle spectra.

Figure 2 illustrates the energy cuts through the steepest descent lines on the

total energy surfaces for the three neighboring erbium isotopes * * Er.

The corresponding spins are I = 60, 70, 80 and 90. This figure shows that at



I ~ 80 the hyperdeformed and the yrast minima have comparable energies and

thus one may expect comparable feeding intensities. (The arguments that the

competition with fission may not necessarily make those states unobservable

are given in ref. [3]).
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Fig. 2 Cross-sections through
the total energy surfaces
indicating a competition
between the "normal" minimum
at elongation * 0.2 and the
hyperdeformed minimum at
elongation = 0.9 for I = 60,
70, 80, 90.
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I t is worth mentioning that the adiabaticity of rotation manifests
i t se l f in a relatively weak dependence of the routhians on the rotational
frequency for most of the orbitals (except for the intruder orbi tals). As a
consequence we were able to predict the results of the involved calculations

of nuclear energies at high-spins, f i g . 2, by analyzing the "static" calcula-

t ion results in f i g . 1.

I t is interesting to compare the characteristic features of various
orbitals forming the multiplets within the residual pseudo-SU(3) symmetry.
The corresponding comparison is given in Table 1 which displays the multiplets
originating from N * 5 shell as an example. ( I t should be noted that the
so-called intruder orbitals do not belong to the pseudo-SU(3) symmetry). One
can see that the highest degeneracy pseudo-SU(3) multipiet, [N * 5 ] , Q , is
composed of five orbitals of maximum angular momentum projections (K=9/2 for
hg._, K=7/2 for f , / ? etc.) The corresponding model structure in terms of the
[N,n2,A]K" quantum characteristics is also given in the table. For the
[N * 5] .Q multiplet the n2 quantum number is zero (the number of nodes
smallest). Because of the similar nodal (spatial) structure of the
corresponding wave functions, the response of those orbitals to progressing



elongation is similar.
Analogously, the orbitals with decreasing degeneracy have an increasing

number of nodes in their z-direct1on, as explicitly marked in the table.
Similar properties apply to other multiplets (as well as other N-shells).

Table 1: Nodal Structure of Multiplets

CN

r-i

CN

CN

CN

= 532

- 534

= 536

- 5 3 8

* 53io

n9/l,l/2
[54131/2"
n9/2,3/2
[53233/2"
h9/2,5/2
[52335/2"
n9/2,7/2
[51437/2"
h9/2,9/2
[50539/2-

f7/2,l/2
[53031/2
f7/2,3/2
[52133/2"
f7/2,5/2
[51235/2-
f7/2,7/2
[50337/2"

f5/2,l/2
[52131/2-
f5/2,3/2
[51233/2"
f5/2,5/2
[50335/2"

P3/2.1/2
[51031/2"

P3/2.3/2 Pl/2,1/2
[50133/2- [50131/2-

In summary: The characteristic "cyclic" dependence of the shell struc-
tures as functions of the deformation gives rise to "chains" of the deformed
shell closures. Such a chain structure applies to moderately-, super- and
hyper-deformed nuclei as well. The resulting total energy calculations give
a systematic variation of super- and hyperdeformations with, e.g., Increasing
N at fixed Z, thus predicting the way nuclei deviate from the simple a:b * 2:1
and a:b = 3:1 symmetries.
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